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Everyone love and deserves to feel special and we cant think of a better way to do this than by
treating yourself or someone special to a unique piece of jewellery such as a Pandora style charm,
individual and great quality as well as looking great these charms sit well alone or along side
Pandora etc.

Cheeky Charms was set up by genuine jewellery lover and self confessed charm junkie Danielle
Cooper. Due to her thinking outside of the box Devon based Danielle saw a huge gap in the market
for high quality, stylish silver charms for bracelets, and Pandora style charms at reasonable prices.
Over the past few years Pandora, Biagi, and Chamilia bracelets have become hugely popular but
after carrying out some research and from her own personal experience she came to the conclusion
that the problem was the charms were quite expensive. This is where Cheeky Charms comes in,
our ethos is to provide, great quality, hand selected Pandora style charms which will fit beautifully on
any of the afore mentioned bracelets at impressively low prices. So you neednâ€™t break the bank to fill
up your bracelet!

We understand how much our customers creating one off pieces of charm jewellery and also the
importance of having the right charms to choose from. At Cheeky Charms we pride ourselves on
having one of the most varied ranges of Pandora style and silver charms for bracelets; from guitars
to angels our stock is updated on a daily basis. Most of our pieces are sourced from fashion forward
Italian outlets and are either sterling silver or silver plated, have a look at our online catalogue for
inspiration.

Our commitment to customer service is second to none; we offer a water tight money back
guarantee in the unlikely event that you are not 100% happy.
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Julia Roger - About Author:
a Pandora Style Charms are supplied by our company at the most competitive prices.  Cheeky-
charms.co.uk offers a great range of a Silver charms for bracelets- visit us today to see our
selection!
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